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A
s the clock neared midnight on Friday, May 5, Dave Zimmer’s Fleet Feet Sports store teemed 
with an energized crowd, a stark contrast to the urban storefront’s typical silence as one day 
passes into another. More than 100 people had packed into Zimmer’s flagship location in 
Chicago’s Old Town neighborhood to enjoy a live stream broadcast of Nike’s Breaking2 project, 
the sportswear giant’s daring and carefully coordinated attempt to crash the two-hour marathon 
barrier on Monza, Italy race track. Mile after mile, attendees tracked the momentous attempt by a 
trio of decorated elites, including 2016 Olympic marathon champion Eliud Kipchoge. Zimmer’s 

guests swigged beers, relaxed on beanbag chairs and shouted encouragement to Kipchoge as he separated from his 
peers and rushed to the finish.  “There was a lot of euphoria over people chasing something that had never been done 

How will Nike and Adidas’ dueling attempts to crack the 
two-hour marathon resonate in the run specialty channel? 

P
hoto: N

ike

Eliud Kipchoge covered 26.2 miles in 2 hours 25 seconds earlier this month.
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before,” Zimmer says. “People 
were literally yelling at the 
screen.”

Though Kipchoge fell 
short by 26 seconds, running 
2:00:25, his – and Nike’s 
– seemingly failed bid was 
anything but, Zimmer says. 

“For two hours, running 
was front and center in the 
whole world,” Zimmer says. 
“How amazing is that?”

And in the aftermath of 
the made-for-TV effort, 
outlets that rarely, if ever, 
discuss distance running 
– from Forbes and CNN 
to Science Magazine and 
Adweek – chimed in on the 
ambitious effort, multiply-
ing the endeavor’s reach and 
resonance.

Though running retailers 
largely report interest in Nike’s 
headline-grabbing attempt, 
there’s hesitation to judge its 
potential to jumpstart the sag-
ging run specialty channel – at 
least immediately.

At Big River Running 

Company in St. Louis, owner 
Matt Helbig saw members 
of his racing team enthusi-
astically sharing messages 
over social media during the 
Breaking2 live stream and 
then debating the attempt on 
that weekend’s runs. On his 
store’s Monday night fun run 
following the event, however, 
only the “more serious” folks 
discussed the endeavor. 

“Some were geeked out 
about it, but others had no 
clue,” Helbig says.

Because of that, Helbig’s 
not sure if or how the sub-
two efforts – Nike’s shot was 
the just the first one fired at 
the sub-two mark with Adi-
das remaining tight-lipped on 
its yet-to-come endeavor – 
will boost run shops like his.

“As the channel moves 
more and more toward the 
recreational side, I’m not sure 
how these efforts will move 
the needle,” he says. 

At Dick Pond Athletics in 
suburban Chicago, a five-

store chain with a long his-
tory of catering to the sport’s 
core fans, specifically high 
school and college competi-
tors, manager Chris Wilhite 
says Nike’s sub-two effort 
seemed to generate interest 
among running diehards, but 
only nominal interest among 
casual runners.

“But you never know the 
spark this might provide, 
especially with Adidas’ ef-
fort still out there to put the 
sub-two marathon back in the 
spotlight,” Wilhite says.

As Nike’s Breaking2 at-
tempt neared, Anders Brook-
er, owner of the Runner’s 
Edge in Missoula, MT, barely 
paid the celebrated race much 
attention. After the event, 
however, he was surprised by 
the amount of people talking 
about the race and wonders if 
he didn’t miss an opportunity 
to connect with his clientele.

“This caught me off 
guard,” Brooker confesses, 
“and I was surprised by how 
much this seemed to engage 
the average person in elite 
distance running.”

At a high school track meet 
on the morning of May 6, in 
fact, Brooker heard many dis-
cussing the Breaking2 effort.

“Even sprint and throws 
coaches who could care less 
about distance running,” he 
says.

In the run up to Nike’s 
Breaking2 event, John Long 
of Fleet Feet Marathon 
Sports in Minneapolis, did 
what Brooker didn’t: he 
posted a link to the race’s 
live feed on social media 
and sent a specific e-mail 
to his subscriber list built 
around how to watch the 
event. That e-mail, he says, 
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The Two-Hour Quest (continued)

Fleet Feet Sports Chicago hosted  
a watch party for the Nike  
Breaking2 attempt.
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“As the channel 
moves more and 
more toward the 
recreational side, 
I’m not sure how 
these efforts 
will move the 
needle.”
MATT HELBIG
BIG RIVER RUNNING 

“Nike’s sub-two 
effort seemed to 
generate interest 
among running 
diehards, but 
only nominal 
interest among 
casual runners.”
CHRIS WILHITE
DICK POND ATHLETICS
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scored an open rate well above 
his store’s typical e-mail 
correspondence and signaled 
genuine and surprisingly 
widespread interest in the 
attempt. 

Then, the morning after 
Kipchoge’s near-monumental 
effort, Long worked a local 
5k race where he noted casual 
runners and walkers talking 
about the sub-two production.

“A lot of people were taking 
shots at [Nike’s strategically 
planned effort], but our sport 
needs energy injected into it in 
a new way and this did that,” 
Long says. “It was really cool to 
watch.”

Indeed, while cynics might 
lament Nike’s effort as an 
elaborate marketing ploy 
to promote its latest gear 
and minimize Kipchoge’s 
performance because it ran 
afoul of “the rules,” Matthew 
Rosetti of the Brooklyn 

Running Company returns a 
terse reply: Who cares?

“I’m supportive of anything 
that generates increased interest 
in our beloved sport and pushes 
the limits of what is deemed 
humanly possible,” says Rosetti, 
who sees an inspirational trickle 
down from core running fans 
to the mainstream as these 
efforts – Nike, then Adidas 
and perhaps others – capture 
headlines that could boost the 
run specialty channel and the 
goods it sells. “Innovative 
product will always facilitate 
discussion, generate intrigue 
and drive traffic to running 
specialty doors.”

At Zimmer’s Breaking2 
watch party, in fact, his staff 
collected a number of pre-
orders on Nike’s Vaporfly 
4%. Long, meanwhile, has 
fielded numerous calls at his 
store about the Nike footwear, 
which his store will not carry. 

That, however, is neither here 
nor there, he says. The sub-two 
efforts are generating attention 
for the sport and showcasing 
innovation in the channel.

“More people run than any 
other activity and if this brings 
up the conversation about 
performance, then I think 
that’s a win for the channel,” 
Long says.

Brooker echoes Long’s 
sentiments, believing Nike’s 
recent play and Adidas’ 
forthcoming sub-two attempt 
could shine a bright spotlight 
on footwear technology that 
meshes well with the expertise 
running shop’s peddle.

“As these events generate 
attention, I do see the potential 
for positive one-on-one 
conversations with customers 
about some really innovative 
products in our store that can 
help performance,” Brooker 
says. n
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The Two-Hour Quest (continued)

Design inspiration for Nike’s 
Breaking2 footwear.
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At Zimmer’s 
Breaking2 watch 
party, in fact, his 
staff collected a 
number of pre-
orders on Nike’s 
Vaporfly 4%.
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I
love to travel. 
Especially to places 
where I have no 
knowledge of the 
language. Where 
I am on sensory 
high alert and my 
attention is tuned 

into even the smallest details—
things that would go unnoticed 
if I were back home. 

When I am immersed in a 
foreign place I can’t help but 
witness the most subtle physical 
details of the landscape. I 
am also acutely aware of the 
glances and gestures of others. 
I sponge everything up with 
a heightened perception, for 
better or for worse.

Communicating with 
others in such places is often a 
challenge. But frankly, this is 
part of the fun of going there. 
It takes exponentially longer to 
convey the simplest thoughts, 
but the effort is worthwhile. 
Why? Because genuine human 
connection results from all the 

hand gestures and scribbled 
sketches. From failed attempts 
at pronouncing words in a 
phonetic dictionary. 

It’s such vulnerability that 
enhances the experience.

But perish the thought of 
facing an emergency under such 
circumstances. When time is 
of the essence and I need one 
thing, and one thing alone—a 
helpful local who speaks both 
the resident language and mine 
too. Ideally with fluency.

In a retail environment, you 
are this helpful local. You are an 
expert in your store’s language. 
You know strange words like 
pronation, tibialis posterior, 
active release technique, yada-
yada millimeter drop and so 
many more. You know the 
difference between a heel collar 
and a heel counter. You can, 
with clarity, explain the pros 
and cons of waterproof versus 
water resistant apparel. You say 
plantar fasciitis correctly.

You know stuff. 
And make no mistake, this 

stuff is alien to the average 
runner. Sure, your customers 
may have some experience 
with these concepts, but as a 
specialty retailer your specific 
knowledge is at a different level.

If you only speak in this 
one dialect with your fancy 
and technical accent, you’ll 
never truly get to know your 
visitors. Not to the degree 
that’s possible, anyhow. So it 
behooves you to capitalize on 
your bilingual skills.

Here’s a good rule of thumb: 
When a customer walks in 
the door, meet them at their 
level. This means connecting 
with them where they are 
comfortable, not according 
to your level of proficiency. 
Rather than talk over their 
heads with the jargon-rich and 
anatomy-heavy vocabulary 
of your specialty peers, bring 
your language to a relatable 
place. The better you get to 

know your customer, the easier 
it’ll be to settle on a vernacular 
best suited for them. They’ll 
appreciate you more for this 
minor adjustment.

Don’t forget how scary it 
can be to walk into your store. 
Customers often feel like a 
foreigner in a strange land. 
Someone unfamiliar with 
regional norms.

You have the opportunity to 
make their visit gratifying from 
the moment they walk in. Speak 
in their language while thinking 
in your own. 

Take guests under your wing. 
Tell them you are committed 
to making sure they are happy, 
comfortable, and properly 
outfitted.

Be the unforgettable local 
they rant about when they 
return home. n
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Go Bilingual
Localizing the Foreign World of Specialty Retail / By Tom Griffen

Tom Griffen is a former 
running store owner who 
now runs a retail training 
business. He will be 
speaking this year at The 
Running Event in Austin.
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O
n a March afternoon, veteran retailer Hill Abell sits back and gives a 
no-holds-barred account of the challenges confronting his business. From 
consumers’ shopping habits and vendor distribution to online direct 
sales, there’s massive disruption on seemingly every front, Abell reports. 
He sees like-minded stores around the country closing, regional players 

scooping up struggling independents and competitors battling for market share and 
economic stability amid a shrinking pie. “Middlemen like me are taking a haircut,” Abell 
says. Sound familiar? Indeed, bicycle retailers like Abell, who runs the five-store, Austin, 
TX-based Bicycle Sport Shop chain, are facing many of the same competitive threats 
befalling the running specialty channel – and doing so with a core product that turns at a 
slower rate and delivers lower margins than running shoes.

The tenuous landscape has forced cycling retailers like Abell to sharpen their 
operations, take calculated risks and become more creative, proactive problem solvers. 
Here’s how they’re doing it:

10 
WAYS

 Bike Shops Are  
Responding to the 
Same Pressures 

Challenging 
Running Retailers.

BIKE SHOPS
WHAT RUNNING STORES CAN LEARN FROM

The tenuous 
landscape has 
forced cycling 
retailers to  
sharpen their 
operations, take 
calculated risks 
and become more 
creative, proactive 
problem solvers. 

BY DANIEL P. SMITH
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An unrelenting focus on the customer experience
In today’s specialty retail environment, the one-on-one 
interaction between customer and associate is more critical than 
ever, contends Tom Henry, CEO of Landry’s, a chain of seven 
bike shops in metropolitan Boston. Henry pushes his team to 
dazzle customers with hospitality, knowledge, fast turnarounds 
and efficiency. He also directs them to become genuinely 
interested in each customer’s story, providing a feeling that a 
website can never replicate.

“If we don’t do this, then how are we going to survive in this 
game?” Henry asks. “We are in the romance business and people 
need to fall in love with us.”

Investing in deeper staff training
For Abell, a quality, memorable customer experience begins with 
thorough and ongoing staff training. Abell helps members of his 
60-team staff improve their game by leveraging online training 
tools from vendors and other industry partners while he also 
employs a full-time educator tasked to share product knowledge 
and sales strategies with staff.

“The successful shops are putting energy and resources into 
staff training because they recognize it’s critical to their futures,” 
Abell says.

Diversifying the operation
Lynette Carpiet, editor of Bicycle Retailer and Industry News, 
says many bike shops are working to establish their store as a 
community hub, hosting rides, happy hours or even venturing 
into complementary profit centers to drive traffic. In Fells 
Point, MD, for instance, The HandleBar Cafe is a bike shop and 
restaurant run by world mountain bike champion Marla Streb. 
The restaurant features specialty coffee, wood-fired pizza, craft 
beer, wine and more, while the bike shop offers social rides, 
skills clinics and even one-on-one instruction with Streb.

“Anything to make retail more sticky,” Carpiet says.

Digging into community
Eager to capture the meat of the market, not just the elite 
competitor, Abell hosts dozens of events at his stores ranging 
from bike rides and clinics to demo events. Similarly, Landry’s 
holds about 55 events annually.

“Outreach is absolutely a primary focus now because we have 
to be connected to our community,” Henry says.

Tightening inventory
Like running retail, bike shops are confronted with an 
overabundance of inventory choices. Having too much, however, 
often serves to confuse the customer and weaken inventory turn.

Of late, Abell’s been far more critical of his inventory, 
stripping out thousands of SKUs and offering a good, better and 
best option in most categories. 
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What Running Stores Can Learn from Bike Shops (continued)

Texas-based Bicycle Sport Shop employees utilize online training tools from 
vendors and other industry partners. The chain also employs a full-time educator 
to share product knowledge and sales strategies with staff.

Tom Henry, CEO of Landry’s, a chain of bike shops in the Boston area, pushes his 
team to dazzle customers with hospitality, knowledge and efficiency.
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“We want our customers to get in and out with the 
equipment they need,” Abell says.

Henry, too, has streamlined inventory, while also emphasizing 
visual merchandising to ensure solutions are presented in a clean, 
orderly manner.

“You can give all of the knowledge, but you can’t stock all 
the products,” says Henry, adding that roughly 30 percent of 
his sales come from special orders.

Creating the demand
In the 1990s, Henry noticed that many people didn’t feel safe 
riding bikes on roads. Recognizing that his business needed bike 
friendly environments to succeed, Henry moved advocacy to the 
top of his agenda. More bike friendly communities have helped 
Landry’s champion the bike as transportation. 

“Who knows where we’d be without advocacy,” Henry says. 
To further inject bicycling into people’s lives, Landry’s offers 

paid programs teaching kids to ride and leads workshops 
at company offices teaching bicycle safety and basic 
maintenance. The company has also installed bike racks at 
local office buildings.

Insisting vendors be partners
As the Internet has delivered unprecedented price transparency 
and purchasing opportunity, the brick-and-mortar retailer’s 
pricing power has largely evaporated. In response, many cycling 
retailers have worked closely with vendor partners to create – and 
enforce – firm MAP policies.

“We want a street value to bikes and for that number to be 
maintained,” says Henry, who hasn’t hesitated to cut ties with 
vendors who disregard MAP policies. “It’s so important to 
work deeply with key brand partners and align in everything 
you’re doing.” 

Certifying employees
Unlike running stores, bike shops have a compelling revenue 
center with service departments performing tune-ups, repairs 
and bike assemblies. To promote the skills of his team and 
the value of their work, Abell continues pushing for service 
technician certification. 

“I want my mechanics certified and that seal of approval,” 
Abell says.

Touting accessible solutions
Once the backbone of the bicycling business, Baby Boomers 
now represent an aging group with fading interest in cycling. 
Seeking to reverse the trend, Landry’s is increasingly 
promoting compelling solutions such as e-bikes, a small, but 
fast-growing segment of the cycling industry that eases the 
physical activity.

“We need to promote innovations and solutions that speak to 
people,” Henry says. 

Creating happy endings
It’s inevitable in any business: mistakes will be made and 

customers will be irked. 
“When bad things happen,” Henry says, “we need to turn 

those into good stories.”
To that end, a like-minded Abell has liberalized his return 

policy and become increasingly flexible on warranty issues, 
which empowers staff to satisfy customers. 

“The customer who comes back and complains is the one I 
want because that’s an invitation to make things right,” Abell 
says, who calls return abuse a small fraction of transactions 
and the cost of doing business. “The bottom line: I want the 
customer riding a bike and anything I can do to support that is 
worth taking it on the chin a bit.” n
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What Running Stores Can Learn from Bike Shops (continued)

A company photo from Landry’s Bicycles, a retailer that has been serving cycling enthusiasts since 1922.
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Salomon to Make 
Customizable Footwear

Custom running shoes for 
the masses? Salomon says it is 
on its way to offering just that 
with the launch of its new S/
LAB ME:sh range of running 
footwear. The customizable 
process will be available in 
Belgium and France beginning 
in June, with a U.S. and 
broader global launch planned 
for the future.

The customized S/LAB 
ME:sh running shoes will be 
produced locally, in the home 
market of the end consumer, 
with a robotic and manual 
process. The process will 
be similar to what the brand 
does when it makes custom 
footwear for its elite sponsored 
athletes. The goal is to deliver 
a shoe that is built around the 
foot of the individual, based on 
his or her own unique way of 
moving and the environment 
in which that person runs. 

Each ME:sh shoe will 
use 12 components versus a 
current average of 50. The 
upper will be made from a 
sock-like component called 
Twinskin that is knit in 3D. 
The Twinskin takes the shape 
of a shoe upper through a 
patented, Salomon-designed 
process. 

Salomon has constructed a 
new S/LAB ME:sh Unit at the 
company’s global HQ in the 
French Alps. 

Saucony Parent Buys 
Consumer Database 

Wolverine Worldwide has 
acquired OnlineShoes.com, 
which had over 35 million 
site visits in 2016 and has 

a database of nearly four 
million consumers. Wolverine 
senior management says the 
company intends to leverage 
the database to “accelerate 
growth across its portfolio of 
brands.”

Wolverine is preparing to 
launch a unified consumer 
database that it believes will 
help it gain knowledge of its 
customers, including how 
they engage and shop its 12 
brands.

As for Saucony, the brand 
was described as performing 
better than expected in the 
first quarter with its core 
technical running business up 
more than 10 percent fueled 
by the introductions of the 
Freedom ISO and Guide, each 
with EVERUN technology. 
Overall Saucony revenues 
dipped mid-single-digits in 
the period ended March 31 
with the U.S. described as 
“basically flat” to down “low 

single digits” in footwear 
impacted by softness in its 
Originals category.

ASICS America’s Busy Q1
ASICS America had 

a number of significant 
developments in the first 
quarter ended March 31. 
Most notable were the 
establishment of a Product 
Creation Studio in Boston 
that expands the brand’s 
U.S. presence to both coasts, 
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Running Shorts
The goal of 
Salomon S/LAB 
ME:sh footwear is 
to deliver a shoe 
that is built around 
the foot of the 
individual, based 
on his or her own 
unique way of 
moving.
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and the launch of a global 
social running initiative 
dubbed the SMSB Crew as 
the brand works to expand 
beyond performance running. 
SMSB (based on the Japanese 
brand’s founding philosophy 
of a sound mind, in a sound 
body) aims to create cultural 
communities of people with 
shared passion for fitness and 
sport. Two footwear styles, 
the fuzeX Rush and GEL-
Quantum 360 Knit, were 
designed and introduced with 

the urban runner in mind.
On the financial front, 

largely due to market forces 
and retail store closures, 
ASICS America generated 
a 3.1 percent decline in first 
quarter revenues with U.S. 
sales slipping 9.3 percent 
in the period. Parent ASICS 
Corp., citing strong sales in 
Brazil but weak results in the 
U.S., said AAG revenues fell 
more than 5 percent in Yen 
to the equivalent of $262.4 
million. But, thanks to an 

improved cost of sales ratio, 
regional profitability soared 
141 percent to the equivalent 
of $22.6 million.

ASICS America realized 
31 percent digital sales 
growth in the first quarter 
as the company opened 23 
additional stores. Meanwhile, 
the Boston announcement 
followed AAG’s 
establishment of a Global 
Digital Hub in Beantown in 
Spring 2016 when it acquired 
FitnessKeeper, Inc. 

ASICS Supports PHIT 
America

PHIT America announced 
that ASICS America is now 
one of PHIT America’s 
partners in helping children 
move. The goal is to create 
opportunities for children 
to lead an active lifestyle 
through sport in U.S. schools 
through the PHIT America 
GO! Grants program.

The partnership will 
support new physical activity 
programs throughout U.S. 
schools by leveraging the 
PHIT America GO! Grants 
program. These GO! Grants 
provided by ASICS will 
jumpstart active lifestyles 
to thousands of children.  In 
addition, the partnership 
brings further support of PHIT 
America in helping Congress 
pass the PHIT Act.  The 
PHIT Act will change current 
federal tax law to allow for 
the deduction or use of pre-
tax dollars to cover expenses 
related to sports, fitness, and 
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The SMSB Crew 
aims to create 

cultural communities 
of people with shared  

passion for fitness 
and sport.
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other physical activities.
PHIT America is a non-

profit campaign focused on 
overcoming the ramifications 
of the “Inactivity Pandemic” 
through three strategic 
approaches – education, 
supporting school-based 
activity programs, and 
advocating.

3M’s New Reflective 
Carbon Black Technology

Athletic apparel designers 
have a new, high-performance 
reflective material from 3M 
Scotchlite Reflective Material 
available to them as they create 
activewear that can be worn 
from the conference room to the 
coffee shop to the bike path.

The patented C790 Carbon 

Black Stretch Transfer Film 
is a rich, deep black-colored 
material when viewed in 
daylight. But when illuminated 
at night, the material delivers 
vibrant reflective brightness 

that Scotchlite reflective 
material is known for. The vivid 
brightness of the material is 
durable through wear, stretch or 
washing. Featuring a low-temp 
bonding capability, it also can 

adhere to a wide variety of 
fabrics without affecting design 
or quality, 3M says.

Unlike traditional colorized-
silver reflective materials that 
apply a thin layer of color 
on top of glass beads, 3M’s 
proprietary carbon black 
technology makes the color 
inherent to the material’s 
construction. This creates a 
discreet, color-fast material 
with initial brightness averaging 
300 RA strike. Carbon black 
technology also helps provide 
off-angle brightness for 
increased visibility in low-light 
conditions.

C790 carbon black transfer 
film can accommodate a wide 
range of applications on gear 
worn for training, running, 
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Krissy MoehlKrissy Moehl
Pro-Tec Elite Athlete

Available for Knee, Calf, Ankle, Thigh
-  Customized compression
 zones provide optimum fit
- Breathable, multi-directional stretch

Available for Knee, Calf, Ankle, Thigh

3d flat
compression

A new high-performance  
reflective material from 3M 

uses Carbon Black technology.
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cycling, motorsports and more.
Designers can learn more and 

request a sample at www.3m.
com/CarbonBlackReflective   

361 Degrees USA 
Momentum Grows 

361 Degrees USA reports 
that its doubled its sales 
numbers in Q1 of 2017, adding 
575 new doors during the 
quarter with expectations of 
surpassing 1,000 by year’s end.

In the second half of the 
year, 361 Degrees product 
launches will include the 
361-MERAKI, a premium 
neutral shoe showcasing 
the brands priority 
QU!KFOAM midsole and the 
361-SPINJECT, a versatile 
trainer with an engineered knit 

upper for comfort and style. 
The new styles will hit retail in 
August.

Bowers Is New VP of Sales 
at Smartwool

Smartwool announced that 
Scott Bowers has joined the 
brand as VP of sales, effective 
immediately. Bowers will 
oversee all global wholesale, 

retail and e-commerce sales 
efforts for the brand. 

Bowers spent 27 years of 
his career helping to build 
the Oakley brand. As chief 
marketing and digital officer, 
he served as the Oakley 
brand steward with global 
responsiblity for leading brand 
identity, worldwide marketing 
strategies, e-commerce and 

sales demand creation building 
the company to over one billion 
dollars in revenue. 

Gore-Tex Campaign 
Challenges “Thinking” 

W. L. Gore & Associates 
has launched a new campaign 
called “Don’t Think About 
Gore-Tex.” The idea is to 
challenge people to “think 
differently about how they get 
inspired, have fun out in the 
elements, follow a passion, 
and find their state of flow.” 
The brand says the campaign 
is inspired by the simple fact 
that you can rely on – and don’t 
need to think about – Gore-Tex 
products. For more information 
on the campaign, visit: gore-
tex.com/think. n
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361 Degrees 
361-SPINJECT
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AS 
YOU.

100% Custom Insoles 
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the Perfect Fit
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Hickory Brands, Inc. is the proud U.S. Distributor of FootBalance. For more information visit www.footbalance.com
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A ltra is partnering with Utah 
State University, the first 
U.S. institution of higher 
learning to offer a degree 

in outdoor design, to sponsor the USU 
campus sewing and design lab. It has 
been renamed the “Altra Running Lab.” 

The state-of-the art lab at Utah State 
will aim to bring together industry and 
education to better train students for 
competitive design and development 
jobs in the outdoor industry. USU’s 
Outdoor Product Design and 
Development (OPDD) program 
provides students specific skills to 
work in product design positions in the 
outdoor industry.

Altra execs will have an advisory role 
in advising faculty to ensure that the 
curriculum is tailored to teach students 
the needed skills and knowledge to 
make a strong impact in the outdoor 

industry. Altra will also create 
internship opportunities for students to 
get outdoor product design experience. 
The brand will also play an active 
role in students’ learning by providing 
design challenges each year.

Listen to Brian Beckstead, Altra co-
founder and president, discuss the brand 
and the new partnership in a recent 
podcast by SportsInsightExtra.com n
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seminars / workshops / networking / Spring ‘18 product presentations 

The Running Industry Association Summit is expected to attract 100+ running store owners and executives. 

This year’s RIA Summit will feature an array of programming with a central theme: How should specialty 

retailers curate their product assortments to meet the evolving needs and expectations of today’s customer? 
 

Our goal for this year’s Summit is to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and strategies and to provide 

tangible tools to attendees. We’ll start with a review of the latest consumer market research to help us gain 

a better understanding of who your customers are and what they want. The program will then shift to an 

interactive session, with real world examples of how your retail peers are using differentiated brands and 

products to create new and loyal customer followings. We’ll close the loop by showing attendees how to use 

analytics to help them make and assess their assortment strategies. Finally, the Summit will provide access 

to our brand partners, who will showcase products that reflect the day’s conversation. 

SPONSORS

sportstyleshow.com/ria/ria-summit.html

RIA RETAIL MEMBERS: $149 / NON-MEMBERS: $295
Includes breakfast, lunch, cocktail reception and admission to the sportstyle trade show. 

New Thinking
Strategies and Tactics for the Future of Running Stores

Contact 

Mark Sullivan: msullivan@formula4media.com

Jeff Nott: jnott@formula4media.com

Troy Leonard: tleonard@formula4media.com, or your account executive

June 13, 2017: The Hyatt Pier 66, Ft Lauderdale 

SUMMIT 
The 3rd Annual

REGISTER 
NOW!
CLICK 
HERE

http:// sportstyleshow.com/ria/ria-summit.html
mailto:msullivan@formula4media.com
mailto:jnott@formula4media.com
mailto:tleonard@formula4media.com
https://formula4media.swoogo.com/sportstyle17/begin?reg_type_id=8754

